
COMARC/B 514

514  CAPTION TITLE

This field contains the title appearing at the beginning of the first page of the text when it differs from the
title proper in field 200.

Subfields & repeatability

FIELD/SUBFIELD REPEATABILITY
514 Caption title r

a Caption title nr
e Other title information r

Indicators

INDICATOR VALUE MEANING
Title significance indicator

0 Title is not significant
1

1 Title is significant
2 Not defined

The value of the first indicator determines the creation of added entries in systems, in which they make
catalogue slips. If the value of the indicator is set to "1", an added entry for the caption title is generated.

SUBFIELDS

514a  Caption title

The title as given at the beginning of the first page of the text excluding any other title information
or statement of responsibility.

514e  Other title information

Subtitles and other title information that appear alongside the caption title in subfield a.

NOTES ON FIELD CONTENTS

This field will be used only when the caption title differs from the title proper.
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514 COMARC/B

RELATED FIELDS

300 GENERAL NOTE
The caption title may alternatively be entered in field 300. When entering, the appropriate introductory
phrase is used.

EXAMPLES

1.
200 1⊔ aPacific
514 0⊔ aPacific and its wonders

(The title Pacific is printed on the first page of a continuing resource and followed
by the text and its wonders to form the caption title Pacific and its wonders.)

2. *
200 0⊔ aCollected guitar works bGlasbeni tisk dGesammelte Gitarrenwerke fJosé Viñas

gedited by Detlev Bork
300 ⊔⊔ aČelni nasl.: Collected solo guitar works
514 0⊔ aCollected solo guitar works

(The corresponding title note is also entered in field 300.)

3. *
200 0⊔ aZakotne pesmi bGlasbeni tisk eza alt saksofon in flavto e= for alto saxophone

and flute fMilko Lazar
300 ⊔⊔ aČelni nasl.: Zakotne pesmi : za alt saksofon, flavto in klavir = for alto saxophone,

flute and piano
514 0⊔ aZakotne pesmi eza alt saksofon, flavto in klavir e=for alto saxophone, flute and

piano
(The subtitles given alongside the caption title are also entered in field 514.)
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